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ABSTRACT
Moore's Law predicts the trends in our technology very well and we have witnessed the
relentless march of software solutions deep into the hardware domain. Link models are
normally in the realm of scientific software packages like Mathematica, MatLab or Satellite Tool
Kit. Here we apply Frii's Transmission equation to perform a link model with a common
application like Numbers or Excel.
Modeling a single link is easy and a staring antenna Array is modeled as many single links.
Creating the model does require planning just as creating any software application does, but the
"coding" is fairly straight forward. The results are stunning graphical plots. A simulation is
created from the same spread sheet depicts the array's Graphics User Interface (GUI). Very
low cost, an excellent way for students to learn to model and simulate their systems. The work
serves as a good prototype to experiment with before investing in expensive software or
software development. Spreadsheets do break easily so plan to back up your sheets
periodically.
Introduction
The Model was created on the Apple Numbers spreadsheet and does export to Microsoft Excel,
however, steppers and sliders do not. Surprisingly capable this software has the potential for
even more ambitious work. In this application we model the Distributed Array Remote Telemetry
Sensor (DARTS) system as might be deployed at White Sands Missile Range. The DARTS
System concept employs ten - 6 element subarrays, distributed about the test range. Arrays
can provide more uniform and redundant coverage and may be naturally exploited by post
detection combining for better results than a single tracking system.
There are three basic models that make up this system model. A classical Bessel function
models each antenna in each subarray and the transmitting antenna of the vehicle under test.
There are three simple trajectory models and third, post test combining is modeled.
Major components of the system model reside in their own spreadsheets (tabs) and are linked
together to keep the complexity manageable. Although challenging, the whole thing is managed
by the System Monitor sheet. There are the ten copies of the subarray model(1 sheet each),
the trajectory model, receiving and transmitting antenna models, Array Summary (Post detection
combining model) and finally the simulation.
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Understanding the DARTS System at least casually will help make sense of the entire exercise.
A drawing of a 12 element DARTS Subarray is shown in Figure 1 below. The System modeled
uses 6 element Subarrays a variant using the lower six horns. The Simulation however is of a
12 element subarray.

Figure 1. 12 Element Array (1 of 10)
Scan to Receive Antenna Model.
Let’s take a look at the base antenna model first before diving into the system model. There are
10 subarrays each with 6 elements for a total of 60 elements. The transmitting antenna makes
it 61 elements to be modeled. One way to do this is with the first Bessel function shown in
Figure 2 below. The receive antenna model resides in the “Scan to RX Antenna” tab.

Figure 2 Receive Antenna Model
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The tab is titled “Scan to RX Antenna” because it begins with the scan of an antenna pattern
taken from the manufacturers literature (inset). The scan is rotated and placed as the lowest
layer at the upper right hand side. The calculated antenna pattern is superimposed directly over
and is in red. By manipulating the slider control shown on the top left of the diagram, the
coefficient of the Bessel function is manipulated until the antenna pattern falls between the E
and H plane curves in the patterns provided. This coefficient is now used by the system model
for all 60 Receive Antenna Patterns. The Transmit Antenna Model currently is static, but will be
updated.
Sub Array Model
As mentioned, six antennas are deployed at one site and make up a subarray. The position
convention goes like this: an Array azimuth of 0 degrees describes the center of the composite
antenna patterns; six DARTS antennas (30° Beam-width) spaced 30 degrees apart; oriented at
-75,-45,-15,15,45 and 75 degrees. So when you want to look directly east you enter an Array
Offset of 90 degrees at the System Monitor Table (discussed later).
The elevation control let’s you select whether the an antenna uses an optimal, median or
designated elevation offset, by entering 1,2 or 3 respectively. Designated Elevation uses the
angle entered into the System Monitor table, median is the median elevation the target exhibits
through out the entire trajectory, and optimal is the median elevation exhibited through that
individual antennas sector. Median doesn’t always give the best answer. Changes can always
be made directly in the Antenna Block to override the automated calculation. Let’s look at
DARTS 1’s sheet shown in Figure 3 below.

Figure 3 DARTS 1 Subarray Sheet
DARTS 1’s Array Block (upper left) is populated by the System Monitor Sheet. The subarray
sheet calculates the (all six) antenna received signal power. Link geometry is based on the
trajectory data (lower left). The blue block is Antenna 1 specific and there are five additional
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blocks providing remaining info for that subarray. Nine additional sub array sheets just like this
one are needed. Let’s take a look at the big picture now.
SYSTEM MONITOR
The System Monitor (sheet) is the system’s Graphical User Interface as shown below in Figure
4. The spreadsheet contains the Map display that details the location of the ten subarrays and
the position of the vehicle under test. Remaining plots detail composite performance of each of
the arrays and then scores the post detection combining performance. The table displays the
settings that control the model. Array coordinates and orientation are listed and maybe edited.
Vehicle transmitter characteristics and the Trajectory Control Cell are shown. It is easy to place
an array anywhere on the range as it is to command the type of trajectory simulation desired.

Figure 4 System Monitor Sheet
The Trajectory tab contains three different profiles that are the stimuli for looking at how a
staring array system might perform in a nominal range environment. Link calculations are made
for each trajectory point with each element in all 10 subarrays using the geometry from the
trajectory models provided (60,000 link calculations). If you have 6 DOF simulations you want
to use, just paste right into the sheet. Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates for
each array are entered here, any cartesian system will work. You may edit coordinates to drive
an array anywhere on the range and designate offsets or elevation modes. More on this table
later.
The Array Summary page aggregates data from each subarray to build the System Analyses.
Three plots on the System Monitor Page are actually copied from this page. These are the
Altitude vs Downrange plot, the Link Margin composite for each of the ten arrays. Above that
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plot is a classical “Altitude vs Downrange” trajectory plot and above that is the Link Margin max
power for each 6 element array. Finally the System Analyses is the spatial diversity performance
predicting the number of arrays able to maintain acquisition at any point in the trajectory. At
White Sands Missile Range it takes three sites in acquisition to capitalize on the Post Detection
Combining using NetAcquire Correlating Source Selectors to realize equal or better data than
the tracking assets on the range. Each subarray’s performance is calculated on the sheet
bearing it’s name (i.e. Dart 1). Simply select an array in the sheet tabs to view it’s data. A
composite plot is created for each Array and maybe viewed just below table 1 in any of the
“DART” sheets.
Setting up the Map in Excel
The Excel version of this sheet sometimes requires a little calibrating. The (right side) of the
System Monitor Page is made up of two plots and a jpeg graphic, as shown below in Figure 3.
When exported to excel the map may be corrupted a little.
When calibrating the map it will be necessary to overlay these plots to achieve the map shown
in Figure 4. When selecting the plot or graphic keep in mind you will have difficulties selecting
the graphic unless it is in “Front”. To achieve that, go to Excel’s “Arrange” feature and send
what is on top to the “back”. This may need to be done several times to get this right. Overlay
the two plots (Array Locations and Trajectory Plot), (see Figure 5) resize one plot so that the
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Figure 5 Range Map Components
borders perfectly over lay each other. Move them to the back and then resize the jpeg Range
Boundary graphic so it fits the plot borders, as in Figure 4. Send the jpeg Range Boundary
graphic to the back so that the two plots maybe be viewed properly. Replacing the jpeg graphic
with the range boundary coordinates will eliminate this step. Once you’ve done this, the
program is set up and ready to go. The Numbers version is ready to go out of the box.
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Using the Model
Changes at the System Monitor Page propagate through out the model. The Trajectory Sheet
makes up the last sheet. Array coordinates listed in this application were arbitrarily chosen.
Each array’s bore-sight azimuth and elevation mode is commanded here. The Trajectory
simulation is also controlled here. Sine, Flat and Radial trajectories are selected by entering 1,2
or 3 below the cell labeled Trajectory Control.
Normally, we would just play with the subarray coordinates shown on the System Monitor table,
blue cells pertain to DART 1, DART 2 is green. and so on. Punch in different coordinates, drive
the subarray anywhere on the Range, and observe its position update on the map.
The three trajectory simulations are selected by entering 1,2 or 3 in the cell below the trajectory
control label. The first simulation is a Sine profile where the start, end and apogee points of the
trajectory are defined as shown in Figure 4. The Flat trajectory uses the same start and end
points but maintains the start altitude through out the entire trajectory. The radial trajectory is
defined by its origin and a start radius and end radius, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 Radial Trajectory
The DART sheet takes each data sample from the Trajectory Sheet and does the link
calculation for each receiving antenna in the simulation. There are 100 samples in this case,
but can be as many as desired. Each Antenna Block calculates the displacement and relative
orientation to estimate space loss and calculate actual receive and transmit antenna gain.
At each element (antenna block) the offsets and parameters may be inspected. Make all Global
changes on the System Monitor sheet, If you want to make a change that affects a single array
(6 antennas) then make that change in the Array block (left most) part of the appropriate DART
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sheet. To change the characteristics of a particular antenna use the appropriate antenna block.
Above that block are two plots that report that antennas performance. One plot is Margin vs
Downrange, the lower plot is Margin vs Time. When the trajectory is set to radial the upper plot
looks strange, but the lower plot is normal. Below the table there is a composite plot for all six
antennas of the Array.
Modeling Experiments
Transmit Antenna Pattern Study
Simple investigations may be done simply by playing with the trajectory and array coordinates.
DART sheets let you study the array’s individual antenna patterns, and in this case the transmit
antenna pattern.

Figure 7 Transmit Antenna Pattern
Commanding the DARTS 1 azimuth offset to 75 degrees, the radial trajectory volume is
contained in DARTS1 - Antenna 1’s Beam. We can take a look at antenna transmit power as
the target revolves around the radial. The classical axial null is evident in both plots. It is
helpful that the results are plotted both ways.
Array Antenna Pattern Study (Receive)
Set DART 1’s coordinates (change X and Y, leave Z unchanged) to the Radial Trajectory origin,
as shown. The System Monitor page will reflect Array 1’s location as shown in Figure 8. The
Transmit antenna gain column (as viewed in the DARTS 1 sheet) shows that the transmit
antenna gain actually is pretty stable and very close to zero dB. This is interesting and quite
similar to data captured at an antenna range or anechoic chamber. This plot is affected by the
Receive Antenna pattern, but if normalized our test range becomes an antenna range.
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Figure 8 Radial Origin and DARTS1 Array co-located

Simulation
To create the simulation a mock up of the the Graphic User Interface (in Numbers) for a DART
subsystem is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 9 Twelve Element DARTS Simulation
A 12 element DART subsystem is simulated here. The Range Map appearing on the right hand
side is the map in the model. Several pieces of the model are reused in the simulation such as,
the altitude vs range plot and antenna signal power plots. There is an indicator for each of the
12 elements. The logic in this GUI identifies four elements with the greatest received signal
power, and accentuates them in blue.
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The DART sequencer switches antenna signals to the receivers with the intent of processing
only the best four signals. The four signals are routed to receivers and subjected to post test
combining to improve data quality dramatically.
The spreadsheet’s stepper control is used to advance the simulation in one second increments.
Quicktime’s screen recording feature captures the GUI as it is stepped through the 100
trajectory samples and captures the narration.
Conclusion
The Model and the Simulation are pleasingly useful. As can be seen by inspecting the model
data, the number of DART subsystems can be reduced without impacting the data quality
significantly. The model serves as a mission planning tool facilitating the evaluation of
candidate locations of each DART without having to physically move an array provide power,
network access then test. DARTS configurations can be readily altered and evaluated prior to
changing components such as receiving antennas or LNA components. Post Test analyses is
greatly aided with the models predictions.
The most significant contribution is that the model demonstrates staring arrays will work.
Staring Arrays can not misstrack, nor do they need to be manned. The number of vehicles that
can be acquired with classical trackers is one. This constraint is relieved with staring array
systems.
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